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pcd@assomarss.it

Da: pcd@assomarss.it
Inviato: martedì 8 settembre 2015 11:21
A: 'CABEZON RUIZ Soledad'
Oggetto: R: Petition n° 0748/2015 - Southern Italy 

VerificaVerifica: Destinatario Letti

'CABEZON RUIZ Soledad'

REINA HURTADO Adrian Letto: 30/11/2015 17:33

Dear Soledad, thanks for your time and your attention to the issues raised in our petition. 

Best regards. 

Giancarlo Chiari 
CDN Isola C2 Scala D 
80143 - Napoli 
P.Iva 05778000637 
Cell.3356246968 
accont Skype:studiochiarifisso 
e-mail:direzione@studiochiari.it 
e-mail PEC:giancarlochiari@pec.studiochiari.it  
 

Da: CABEZON RUIZ Soledad [mailto:soledad.cabezonruiz@europarl.europa.eu]  
Inviato: lunedì 31 agosto 2015 12.36 
A: 'pcd@assomarss.it' 
Oggetto: RE: Petition n° 0748/2015 - Southern Italy  
 

Dear Giancarlo,  

Thank you for your email. 

Me and my staff will be alert about its petition 

Best Regrads 

  

  

 

Soledad Cabezón Ruiz MEP 
  
S&D PETI Coordinator 
Member of ITRE Committee and ENVI Substitute  
Spanish Socialist Delegation 
Group of the Alliance of Democrats and Socialist 
BRU - ASP  11G265 | 0032 2 284   5596 
STRA -LOW T07139 | 0033 3 881   75596 
  
Soledad.cabezonruiz@ep.europa.eu 
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From: pcd@assomarss.it [mailto:pcd@assomarss.it]  
Sent: 29 July 2015 10:54 
To: CABEZON RUIZ Soledad 
Subject: Petition n° 0748/2015 - Southern Italy  
  

Dear Mrs. Soledad CABEZÓN RUIZ, Member of the Petitions Committee of European Parliament, 
  
we beg to inform you that on 25th June 2015 at 11.40 a.m. in Bruxelles we have presented a petition signed 
by about 10,500 inhabitants of Southern Italy pursuant to art. 44 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of the 
European Union. Our petition has been received from Petitions Committee on 2nd July and has had the Role 
number 0748/2015. 
  
We highlight the petition because we hope European Parliament will accept the arguments and instances 
contained in it to begin to solve the centuries-old "Italian question" born simultaneously with the 
establishment of the nation on 17 March 1861, so to enable European Union to rely on a faster 
development,  resulted by an increase in productivity coming from approximately 14 million people that live 
in the South Italy. 
  
For the first time, since Italian State has been made, it’s possible to correct the many problems that plague 
South Italy, born and become chronic in its 154 years of life. Southern Italy is an important and strategic part 
of Europe and UE is called to contribute to the solution of the difficulties hampering its real development 
without charitable social dependency, by working on the revaluation of the enormous potential of human 
capital of which the region is gifted, but which cannot be expressed. 
  
For a first approach to the issue we have prepared a summary of the petition annexed to this letter. Your role 
could be central in the acceptance of the petition and we don’t want to leave no stone unturned to make this 
happen because we believe that its hoped approval is of crucial importance for our future. 
  
Yours faithfully. 
  

Giancarlo Chiari and Roberto Longo 

(principal draftsmen of the petition) 

  


